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includes all the features in enterprise edition. bartender enterprise edition provides comprehensive enterprise-wide printing with centralised management,
workflow orchestration and revision control, auditing, web and mobile printing, always-on high-availability and added security. ideal for businesses that

operate in regulated industries or span multiple locations and need to control design and printing throughout the organisation. bartender enterprise edition is
built to enable secure, anywhere, anytime printing for any business, and provides new, expanded resources for integration in enterprise environments.
2.6.8.1 what does enterprise edition include? the enterprise edition has all of the features of the bartender 10.0 professional and enterprise automation

editions, including the special-purpose barcode and label software features. additionally, the enterprise edition includes all of the companion applications.
however, it does not have all of the barcode and label features of the other editions. the enterprise edition does have server functions, such as web

integration, centralized data storage, and reporting. it also has added data sourcing, such as supporting sap idocs. for example, the enterprise edition cannot
encode smart cards. however, it can still print rfid tags and labels. the enterprise edition includes all of the companion applications, with the exception of the
librarian. 2.6.8.2 what does enterprise edition not include? the enterprise edition does not include all of the barcode and label features of the bartender 10.0
professional and enterprise automation editions. it does not include all of the companion applications. the enterprise edition does not have all of the barcode

and label features of the other editions. it does not offer the added server functions of the other editions, including web integration, data sourcing, and
reporting. it also does not have any of the barcode and label features of the other editions, including smart card encoding. the enterprise edition also cannot

print rfid tags and labels.
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using bartender enterprise automation, you can design your labels, print them, and track them, all
from a single central location. this makes it easy for you to keep an eye on your operation and make
adjustments to your workflow. you can also interact with your label design and your printers with a

standard web browser. this makes it easy to integrate barcode technology with web and mobile
apps, and take your label information into your email and accounting software. using bartender
enterprise automation, your users can print directly from your web browser or from the barcode-

enabled mobile app. so even if your users do not have a printer, they can still print labels. provides
all the features in enterprise edition. bartender enterprise edition provides comprehensive enterprise-

wide printing with centralised management, workflow orchestration and revision control, auditing,
web and mobile printing, always-on high-availability and added security. ideal for businesses that
operate in regulated industries or span multiple locations and need to control design and printing
throughout the organisation. bartender 2022 is built to enable secure, anywhere, anytime printing

for any business, and provides new, expanded resources for integration in enterprise environments.
includes all the features in automation edition. bartender enterprise edition provides comprehensive
enterprise-wide printing with centralised management, workflow orchestration and revision control,

auditing, web and mobile printing, always-on high-availability and added security. ideal for
businesses that operate in regulated industries or span multiple locations and need to control design
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and printing throughout the organisation. bartender enterprise edition is built to enable secure,
anywhere, anytime printing for any business, and provides new, expanded resources for integration

in enterprise environments. 5ec8ef588b
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